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Elisabeth Condon Describes a Painting –
Wanderings, Bilbao

Jules Olitski ,Wanderings: Bilbao, Orange, Yellow and Blue, 2004, acrylic on canvas, 45
½ x 39 1/2 inches, from the exhibition Jules Olitski: Late Works at the Sam and Adele
Golden Gallery on the campus of Golden Artist Colors in New Berlin, New York

Painter Elisabeth Condon’s reflections on a painting by Jules Olitski she
had seen at the exhibition Jules Olitski: Late Works—were initially
presented in the first episode of Elisabeth Condon Describes a
Painting, a new series artist Amy Talluto has recently launched in her
podcast Pep Talks for Artists. In each episode in this series Elisabeth
Condon shares her way of looking at one painting, here, at the acrylic
painting (2004) Wanderings, Bilbao: Orange Yellow and Blue, by
Ukrainian- American artist Jules Olitski. The show at the Sam and
Adele Golden Gallery in New Berlin, NY is up until March 2023 and
another concurrent show of his works was up at Yares Gallery in New
York (till February 11, 2023).

Continue reading
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Jessica Weiss PRESENT at 490 Atlantic

Featured Artist

Jessica Weiss, installation view

The exhibition PRESENT at 490 Atlantic gallery features nine paintings
by Jessica Weiss. In this body of work, made during the pandemic,
Weiss continues to combine wallpaper, silkscreened patterns, fabric,
and paint—utilizing the optical and psychological power of these
scraps from domestic life. Within the colorful and tactile surface,
figures appear, and gesture becomes important. The exhibit opens
Saturday February 25th, 5-8pm.

Continue reading
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A Grain of Salt | Un Grano de Sal at ELM

Featured Artist

Styrofoam Cristalizador de Sal | Styrofoam Salt Crystalizer, 2023. © Fernando Ruíz
Lorenzo / Artist Rights Society, 2023

A Grain of Salt | Un Grano de Sal, the new exhibition at the Boiler in
ELM Foundation features Fernando Ruíz Lorenzo’s new body of work—
a series of paintings and installations with solar salt, styrofoam, acrylic,
and aerosol paint. Ruíz Lorenzo’s work merges the history and political
narratives of Puerto Rico’s colonial relationships to Spain and the
United States.

Continue reading
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Frances McCormack: Wonder and
Limitations

Frances McCormack

Paintings are the products of imagination whose language is feeling
and form.  My paintings describe an interior theatre where the
relationship of energy to limitation unfolds in a drama that is primarily
optical.  The work references the natural world filtered through the
lens of the marvelous and invites the viewers’ participation and
interpretation…. a task ideally suited to painting.                                                  
                           

  – Frances McCormack, 2020

Continue reading
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Myrlande Constant: Drapo at Fort
Gansevoort

:HAITI:Constant Morts piece.jpg

Reincarnation Des Morts 110 x 111 inchex. Beads, sequins, tassels on fabric. 2022.

Fort Gansevoort Gallery in New York’s Meatpacking District has long
been one of my favorite galleries. Housed in an old three-story building,
they have been presenting some of the freshest and most original
shows in the city. The current exhibition, Myrlande Constant: Drapo is
one of their best. Constant is a Haitian artist who works in textiles,
taking a traditional form called “drapo” and rocketing it into the realm
of contemporary art. Drapo is based on a 19  century embroidery
technique developed in France, called tambour. Fabric is stretched
tautly over a wooden frame and embroidery, using sequins and beads
done from the reverse side.

Continue reading
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Crazy River Umwelt Series: Part II

Featured Project

Hovey Brock: Frost Valley, 2019, 36” x 48”, acrylic on panel

A central theme in my Crazy River project has been highlighting the
emotional toll of the climate crisis by putting under a microscope, so to
speak, my own feelings about not only the impacts of the crisis but the
knowledge that humans’ actions are the cause. This series of three on-
line essays, thought experiments if you like, expands that project to
change the POV to non-human actors that are inextricably bound with
the habitat in the Western Catskills: the black-legged or deer tick
(Ixodes scapularis), the white-tail deer (Odocoileus virginianus), and
Japanese knotweed (Reynoutria japonica). All three have seen their
habitat change dramatically through climate change and human
interventions. Using my imagination and research, I try to enter the
umwelt of all three species, an impossible task, as Thomas Nagel
pointed out in “What Is It LIke to Be a Bat,” for which artistic license
may give us the best chance to accomplish. My intentions in doing so
fall along three axes: theoretical, aesthetic, and spiritual, dimensions all
essential to my own art practice. What follows is a look at the umwelt
of white-tailed deer from the perspective of aesthetics.

Continue reading
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A glimpse into the Sam and Adele Golden
Foundation Residency Program

Featured Project with Emma Golden

Emma Golden (Executive Director), Mark Golden (Founder and CEO of Golden Artist
Colors and President of the Board, The Golden Foundation), Barbara Golden (Founder
of Golden Artist Colors and Secretary/Treasurer of the Board, The Golden Foundation)

The Sam and Adele Golden Foundation Residency Program began as a
dream of Sam Golden. Sam was a paint maker for most of his life at
Bocour Artist Colors in New York City and in retirement, moved to
upstate New York with his wife Adele.  Sam was an incredibly restless
retiree.  Emma Golden, Sam’s granddaughter says that with the push of
Adele, he called up his son, Mark Golden, and asked him to come help
him make paint. That is how Golden Artist Colors started in 1980—in
an old cow barn in rural New Berlin, New York. This fall I had the
wonderful opportunity to be a resident at the Golden Foundation and
after this deep experience I wanted to share with Art Spiel readers
some insight into this unique residency by interviewing Emma Golden,
who currently runs it. When he realized retirement wasn’t for him, he
began making paint in a barn, delivering it to his artist-buddies’ studios
in New York City.

Continue reading
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Impossible Failures at Zwirner

OPIN ION

A photo of Pope.L in his studio, dated 2022

Pope.L, studio, 2022, photo courtesy of David Zwirner Gallery 52 Walker

When I heard about Impossible Failures it promised to be an exciting
exhibition, in that it was to bring together Gordon Matta-Clark (1943–
1978), a White post-Minimalist artist best known for his site-specific
works of cutting through buildings and homes, and Pope.L (b.1955), a
Black artist who used to describe himself as the friendliest Black man
in America, and is known for his public performances and installations,
which address Black racial stereotyping and other such hypocrisies. In
a not un-interesting way, the resulting exhibition is a curatorial mash-
up in which the works in it are overwhelmed. As such, this is not an
exhibition where the works of each artist supply a context for the other,
nor does it explore Matta-Clark’s legacy by focusing on Pope.L’s
overlapping strategies. Instead it might be thought of as a collaborative
installation authored by the curator Ebony L. Haynes.

Continue reading
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Scaling Nature at the Bronx River Art
Center

Art Spiel Photo Story

Left: Wildriana Paulino, Right: Linda Cunningham. Photo courtesy of Michele Brody

Scaling Nature at the Bronx River Art Center features large-scale
mixed-media installation works by three artists: Michele Brody, Linda
Cunningham and Wildriana Paulino. Curated by Gail Nathan, the
premise of this show is to represent nature as a force of nurture and
destruction through the use of materials from the ephemeral to the
concrete. Paulino and Brody both work with cast handmade paper that
hangs from the gallery ceiling to command the space. Their massive
artworks invite the viewer to be engulfed by a feeling of being one with
nature and simultaneously wary of the effects of climate change.

Continue reading
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Whisperings from the Wormhole with
@talluts

How is an Artist Like TV’s Columbo?

Publicity photo of Peter Falk from the television program “Columbo,” NBC Television

Do you remember how people were bingeing TV shows like The
Sopranos or Mad Men during those long pandemic days and nights?
Well, I was also bingeing–but on that old television chestnut, Columbo.
If you’ve never watched it, Columbo is a detective murder mystery
show, but…it’s an anti-whodunnit. The show always opens with all of us
witnessing the villain committing the crime (off-camera—which is
much appreciated by the squeamish). It’s a unique formula for a
detective show because we know right from the get-go who the killer
is. The audience watches Peter Falk as Detective Lt. Columbo,
guilelessly but cunningly noticing clues, making connections, and
solving the case, all the while hilariously pestering the murderer to
distraction.

Continue reading
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